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ABSTRACT
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Global surface currents are usually inferred from directly observed quanti-

ties like sea-surface height, wind stress by applying diagnostic balance rela-

tions (like geostrophy and Ekman flow), which provide a good approximation

of the dynamics of currents at large scales and low Rossby numbers. However,

newer generation satellite altimeters (like the upcoming SWOT mission) will

capture the high wavenumber variability associated with unbalanced compo-

nents, and applying these balances directly may lead to an incorrect estimate

of the surface flow. In this study, we explore Machine Learning (ML) as an al-

ternate route to infer surface currents from satellite observable quantities using

SSH, SST and wind stress from available ocean GCM simulation outputs as

inputs to make predictions of surface currents (u,v), which are then compared

against the true GCM output. We demonstrate that a linear regression model

is ineffective at predicting velocities accurately beyond localized regions. In

comparison, a relatively simple neural network (NN) can predict surface cur-

rents accurately over most of the global ocean, with lower mean errors than

geostrophy+Ekman. Using a local stencil of neighboring grid points as ad-

ditional input features, we can train the deep learning models to effectively

“learn” spatial gradients and the physics of surface currents. By passing the

stenciled variables through convolutional filters we can help the model learn

spatial gradients much faster. Various training strategies are explored using

systematic feature hold out, to understand the effect of each input feature on

the NN’s ability to accurately represent surface flow. Sensitivity analysis of a

reference NN reveals that besides SSH, geographic information is an essential

ingredient required for making accurate predictions of surface currents with

deep learning.
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1. Introduction35

The most reliable spatially continuous estimates of global surface currents in the ocean come36

from geostrophic balance applied to the sea surface height (SSH) field observed by satellite al-37

timeters. For the most part, the dynamics of slow, large-scale currents (up to the mesoscale) are38

well approximated by geostrophic balance, leading to a direct relationship between gradients of39

SSH and near-surface currents. However, current meter observations for the past few decades40

and some of the newer generation ultra-high-resolution numerical model simulations indicate the41

presence of an energized submesoscale as well as high-frequency waves / tides at smaller spatial42

and temporal scales (Rocha et al. 2016). These high-frequency unbalanced motions are likely to43

complicate the estimation of surface currents from from SSH in the upcoming Surface Water and44

Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission (Morrow et al. 2018). That is, the high-wavenumber SSH45

variability may represent a different, ageostrophic regime, where geostrophy might not be the best46

route to infer velocities. Motivated by this problem, in this study we explore statistical models47

based on machine learning (ML) algorithms for inferring surface currents from satellite observ-48

able quantities like SSH, wind and temperature. These algorithms offer a potential alternative to49

the traditional physics-based models.50

The traditional method of calculating surface currents from sea surface height relies on the51

following physical principles. Assuming 2D flow and shallow water pressure, the momentum52

equation at the ocean surface can be written as:53

∂u
∂ t

+u ·∇u+ f ×u =−g∇η +F (1)

where F is the frictional term due to wind stress. For a sufficiently low Rossby number (accel-54

eration terms small; a questionable assumption for the submesoscale regime), the leading-order55

balances are geostrophy and Ekman flow. The surface flow can be split into a geostrophic and an56
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ageostrophic, Ekman component (u= ug+ue), and this leading-order force balance can be written57

as58

f ×ug =−g∇η (2)

f ×ue = F (3)

Satellite altimetery products typically provide the sea surface height relative to the geoid (SSH, η),59

with tidally driven SSH signals removed (LeTraon and Morrow 2001). The geostrophic velocities60

associated with the SSH anomalies are given by:61

f vg = g
∂η

∂x
(4)

f ug =−g
∂η

∂y
(5)

Since geostrophic balance does not hold at the equator ( f ≈ 0), typically (Ducet et al. 2000),62

a higher order “equatorial geostrophic” treatment is used to compute velocities near the equa-63

tor (Lagerloef et al. 1999), which is matched to the geostrophic regime away from the equator.64

Usually, the data-assimilative processing algorithms used to map along-track SSH observations to65

gridded maps (e.g. AVISO Ducet et al. 2000) also involve some form of temporal smoothing. The66

process of combining measurements from multiple satellites and filtering can also lead to spurious67

physical signals (Arbic et al. 2012) leading to exaggerated forward-cascades of energy.68

In addition to the geostrophic velocities, some products like OSCAR (Ocean Surface Current69

Analysis Real Time, Bonjean and Lagerloef 2002), or GEKCO (Geostrophic and Ekman Current70

Observatory, Sudre and Morrow 2008; Sudre et al. 2013) provide an additional ageostrophic com-71

ponent due to Ekman flow. The Ekman velocity is related to friction, which in the upper layer of72
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the ocean is provided by wind stress and can be derived from the following equations:73

f ve +
∂τx

∂ z
= 0 (6)

f ue−
∂τy

∂ z
= 0 (7)

τx = ρAz
∂u
∂ z

(8)

τy = ρAz
∂v
∂ z

(9)

Since the Coriolis parameter f changes sign at the equator, the functional relationship between74

velocity and wind stress is different between the two hemispheres. In the Northern Hemisphere75

we derive:76

ue =
1

ρ
√

2Az| f |
(τx + τy) (10)

ve =
1

ρ
√

2Az| f |
(−τx + τy) (11)

And in the Southern Hemisphere:77

ue =
1

ρ
√

2Az| f |
(τx− τy) (12)

ve =
1

ρ
√

2Az| f |
(τx + τy) (13)

where Az is the linear drag coefficient representing vertical eddy viscosity. Alternatively we can78

write these equations in terms of the Ekman layer depth hEk which is related to the eddy viscosity79

Az as:80

hEk =

√
2Az

f
(14)

Both of these quantities (Az,hEk) are largely unknown for the global ocean and are estimated based81

on empirical multiple linear regression from Lagrangian surface drifters (Lagerloef et al. 1999;82

Sudre et al. 2013). Typical values of Ekman depth hEk in the ocean range from 10 to 40 meters .83

So geostrophy + Ekman is the essential underlying physical/dynamical “model” currently used84

for calculating surface currents from satellite observations. This procedure, combining observa-85
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tions with physical principles, represents a top-down approach A more bottom-up approach would86

be a data driven regression model that extracts information about empirical relationships from87

data. Recently, machine learning (ML) methods have grown in popularity and have been proposed88

for a wide range of problems in fluid dynamics: Reynolds-averaged turbulence models (Ling89

et al. 2016), detecting eddies from altimetric SSH fields (Lguensat et al. 2017), reconstructing90

subsurface flow-fields in the ocean from surface fields (Chapman and Charantonis 2017; Bolton91

and Zanna 2018), sub-gridscale modeling of PDEs (Bar-Sinai et al. 2018), predicting the evolu-92

tion of large spatio-temporally chaotic dynamical systems (Pathak et al. 2018), parameterizing93

unresolved processes, like convective systems in climate models (Gentine et al. 2018), or eddy94

momentum fluxes in ocean models (Bolton and Zanna 2018), to name just a few examples.95

In this study we aim to tackle a simpler problem than those cited above: training a ML model96

to “learn” the empirical relationships between the different observable quantities (sea surface97

height, wind stress etc.) and surface currents (u,v). The hypothesis to be tested is the follow-98

ing: Can we use machine learning to provide surface current estimates that resolve small scale99

(balanced/unbalanced) turbulent processes better than geostrophy+Ekman? The motivation for100

doing this exercise is two-fold:101

1. It will help us understand how machine learning can be applied in the context of traditional102

physics-based theories. ML is often criticised as a ”black box.” But can we use ML to com-103

plement our physical understanding? This present problem serves as a good test-bed since104

the corresponding physical model is straightforward and well understood.105

2. It may be of practical value when SWOT mission launches.106

We see this work as a stepping stone to more complex applications of ML to ocean remote sensing107

of ocean surface currents.108
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the dataset that was used, the109

framework of the problem and identify the key variables that are required for training a statistical110

model to predict surface currents. In section 3 we describe numerical evaluation procedure for111

baseline physics-based model that we are hoping to match/beat. In sections 4 and 5 we discuss the112

statistical models that we used. We start with the simplest statistical model - linear regression in113

Section 4 before moving on to more advanced methods like neural networks in Section 5. In sec-114

tion 6 we summarize some the findings from the present study, discuss some of the shortcomings115

of the present approach, propose some solutions as well as outline some of the future goals for this116

project.117

2. Dataset and Input Features118

To focus on the physical problem of relating currents to surface quantities, rather than the ob-119

servational problems of spatio-temporal sampling and instrument noise, we choose to analyze a120

high-resolution global general circulation model (GCM), which provides a fully sampled, noise-121

free realization of the ocean state. The dataset used for this present study is the surface fields from122

the ocean component of the Community Earth System Model (CESM), called the Parallel Ocean123

Program (POP) simulation (Smith et al. 2010) which has a ≈ 0.1◦ horizontal resolution, with124

daily-averaged outputs available for the surface fields. The model employs a B-grid (scalars at125

cell centers, vectors at cell corners) for the horizontal discretization and a three-time-level second-126

order-accurate modified leap-frog scheme for stepping forward in time. The model solves the127

primitive equations of motion, which, for the surface flow, are essentially (1). Further details128

about the model physics and simulations can be found in Small et al. (2014); Uchida et al. (2017).129
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We selected this study because of the long time record of available data (approx. 40 years),130

although, in retrospect, we found that all our models can be trained completely with just a few131

days of output!132

A key choice in any ML application is the choice of features, or inputs, to the model. In this133

paper, we experiment with a range of different feature combinations; seeing which features are134

most useful for estimating currents is indeed one of our aims. The features we choose are all135

quantities that are observable from satellites: SSH, surface wind stress (τx and τy), sea-surface136

temperature (SST, θ ) and sea-surface Salinity (SSS). Our choice of features is also motivated by137

the traditional physics-based model: the same information that goes into the physics-based model138

should also prove useful to the ML model Just like the physics-based model, all the ML models139

we consider are pointwise, local models: the goal is to predict the 2D velocity vector u,v at each140

point, using data from at or around that point.141

Beyond these observable physical quantities, we also need to provide the models with geo-142

graphic information about the location and spacing between the neighboring points. In the physics-143

based model, geography enters in two places: 1) in the Coriolis parameter f , and 2) in the grid144

spacing dx and dx, which varies over the model domain. Geographic information can be provided145

to the statistical models in a few different ways. The first method involves providing the same146

kind of spatial information that is provided to the physical models, i.e. f and local grid spacings147

- dx and dy. We can also encode geographic information (lat, lon) in our input features, using a148

coordinate transformation of the form:149


X

Y

Z

=


sin(lat)

sin(lon) · cos(lat)

−cos(lon) · cos(lat)

 (15)
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to transform the spherical polar lat-lon coordinate into a homogeneous three dimensional coordi-150

nate (Gregor et al. 2017). This transformation gives the 3D position of each point in Euclidean151

space, rather than the geometrically warped lat / lon space (which has a singularity at the poles and152

a discontinuity at the dateline). Note that one of the coordinates -X, that comes out of this kind153

of coordinate transformation, is functionally the same as the coriolis parameter ( f ) normalized by154

2Ω (Ω = Earth’s rotation). Therefore we will use X as proxy for f for all the statistical models155

throughout this study. We also explored another approach where the only geographic information156

provided to the models is X (= f
2Ω

).157

Since geostrophic balance involves spatial derivatives, it is not sufficient to simply provide SSH158

and the local coordinates pointwise. In order to compute derivatives, we also need the SSH of159

the surrounding grid points as a local stencil around each grid point. The approach we used160

for providing this local stencil is motivated by the horizontal discretization of the POP model.161

Horizontal derivatives of scalars (like SSH) on the B grid requires 4 cell centers. At every timestep,162

each variable of the The 1◦ POP model ouput has 3600×2400 data points (minus the land mask).163

We can simply rearrange each variable as a 1800×1200×2×2 dataset or split it into 4 variables164

each with 1800× 1200 data points, corresponding to the 4 grid cells required for taking spatial165

derivatives. The variables that require spatial a spatial stencil for physical models, we will refer to166

as the stencil inputs. For the variables for which we do not need spatial derivatives for (like wind167

stress), we can simply use every alternate grid point resulting in a dataset of size 1800×200. We168

will refer to these variables as point inputs. For the purpose of the statistical models the inputs169

need to be flattened and have all the land points removed. This means that each input variable170

has a shape of either N×2×2 or N depending on whether or not a spatial stencil is used ( where171

N = 1800× 1200− the points that fall over land). Alternatively we can think of the stencilled172
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variable as 4 features of length N. This kind of stencil essentially coarsens the resolution of the173

targets, and point variables.174

Similarly we can also construct a 3 point time stencil, by providing the values at preceding and175

succeeding time steps as additional inputs so that each variable that is stencilled in space and time176

has a shape of N×2×2×3 (or 12 features of length N).177

This data preparation leads to 10 potential features (for some of which we will use a stencil,178

which further expands the feature vector space) for predicting u,v at each point : τx, τy, SSH (η),179

SST (θ ), SSS (S), the 3 transformed coordinates (X ,Y ,Z) and the local grid spacings (dx and dy).180

For building any statistical / ML model, we need to split the dataset into 2 main parts, i.e.181

training and testing. For the purpose of training our machine learning models, the first step involves182

extracting the above mentioned variables from the GCM output as the input features and the GCM183

output surface velocities u,v as targets for the ML model. The data extracted from the GCM184

output for a certain date (or range of dates) is then used to fit the model parameters. This part185

of the dataset is called the training dataset. During training, the model minimizes a chosen cost186

function (we used mean absolute error for our experiments, but using mean squared error produced187

very similar results) and typically involves a few passes through this section of dataset. The trained188

models are then used to make predictions of u,v for a different date (or range of dates) where the189

model only receives the input variables. The model predictions are evaluated by comparing with190

the true (GCM output) velocity fields for that particular date (date range). This part of the dataset,191

which the model has not seen during training, that is used to evaluate model predictions is called192

the test dataset.193
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3. Baseline Physics-Based Model: Geostrophy + Ekman194

The two components of the physics-based model used as the baseline for our ML models are195

geostrophy and Ekman flow. In this section we describe how these two components are numeri-196

cally evaluated for our dataset. For the sake of fair comparison, we evaluate the geostrophic and197

Ekman velocities from the same features that are are provided to the regression models. With the198

POP model’s horizontal discretization, finite-difference horizontal derivatives and averages are199

defined as (Smith et al. 2010) :200

ψx = [ψ(x+∆x/2)−ψ(x+∆x/2)]/∆x (16)

ψx = [ψ(x+∆x/2)+ψ(x+∆x/2)]/2 (17)

With the data preparation and stencil approach described in the previous section, η now has a201

shape of N× 2× 2 and the f ,u,v,dx,dy are all variables of length N. Following (4) and (5) the202

geostrophic velocities (u j
g,v

j
g) are calculated on the stencil as as:203

v j
g = g/ f j [

ηi(1,1)+ηi(0,1)−η
j(1,0)−η

j(0,0)
]
/4dx j (18)

u j
g =−g/ f j [

η
j(1,1)+η

j(1,0)−η
j(0,1)−η

j(0,0)
]
/4dy j (19)

(20)

where j ∈ [1,N]. Similarly the Ekman velocity is calculated numerically from the τ
j

x ,τ
j

y and f j as204

u j
e =


1

ρ

√
2Az| f j|

(τ
j

x + τ
j

y ), if f j > 0

1
ρ

√
2Az| f j|

(τ
j

x − τ
j

y ), if f j < 0

v j
e =


1

ρ

√
2Az| f j|

(−τ
j

x + τ
j

y , if f j > 0

1
ρ

√
2Az| f j|

(τ
j

x + τ
j

y ), if f j < 0

(21)

For calculating the Ekman velocity, we used constant values for vertical diffusivity (Az = 8×205

10−3m2/s) and density of water at the surface, (ρ = 1027kg/m3). It should be noted that both206

these quantities vary both spatially and temporally in the real ocean. For the vertical diffusivity207
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we came up with this estimate by solving for Az that provides the best fit between zonal mean208

((u,v)true− (u,v)g) and (u,v)e. In the CESM high res POP simulations, the parameterized vertical209

diffusivity was capped around 100 cm2/s (Smith et al. 2010). For plotting spatial maps for both210

the physics based model predictions as well as the statistical model predictions, the velocity fields211

are then reshaped into 1800×1200 arrays, after inserting the appropriate land masks.212

4. Multiple Linear Regression Model213

The simplest of all statistical prediction models is essentially multiple linear regression, where214

an output or target is represented as some linear combination of the inputs. The input is charac-215

terized by a feature vector xj
i where i ∈ [1,n f ]; j ∈ [1,N], N being the number of samples, and n f216

being the number of features. We can now write the linear regression problem as Uj = xj
i
T
·βi+δ j.217

where βi are the coefficients or weight vector. For our regression problem, the input features are218

wind stress, sea surface height and the 3 dimensional transformed coordinates. Of those fea-219

tures, η ,X ,Y,Z are stencil inputs (meaning 4 input columns per feature) and τx,τy are the point220

inputs, resulting in a total of 18 input features. The aim therefore is to find the coefficients βi221

that minimize the loss (error) represented by δ j for a training set of xj
i and Uj (xj

i train,Utrain) and222

use these coefficients for a test set of xj
i (xj

i test) to make predictions for Uj (Uj
pred). For imple-223

menting linear regression model as well as the deep learning models discussed in this study we224

use the Python library Keras (https://keras.io) (Chollet et al. 2015), a high-level wrapper around225

TensorFlow (http://www.tensorflow.org).226

Linear regression can be performed in one of 2 different ways227

• The matrix method or Normal equation method (where we solve for the coefficients β that228

minimize the squared error ‖δ‖2 = ‖U−XT ·β‖2 and involves computing the pseudo-inverse229

of XT ·X).230
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• A stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method (which represents a more general procedure that231

can be used for different regression algorithms with different choices for optimizers and is232

more scalable for larger datasets).233

The normal-equation method is less computationally tractable for large datasets (large number of234

samples) since it requires loading the full dataset into memory for calculating the pseudoinverse235

of xj
i
T
· xj

i , whereas the SGD method works well even for large datasets, but requires tuning of236

the learning rate. Due to the versatility offered by the gradient descent method we used that237

for performing the linear regression although the normal equation method also produced similar238

results. The essential goal for any regression problem is to minimize a predetermined cost / loss239

function (which for our experiments we chose as the mean absolute error) :240

J = MAE =
(
|upred−utrue|+ |vpred− vtrue|

)
(22)

where the overbar denotes the average over all samples. Fig. 2(a) shows a schematic of the linear241

regression model. The number of trainable parameters for our example with 18 inputs and 2242

outputs is 38 (18×2 weights + 2 biases). For this as well as all subsequent models discussed here,243

we used the same optimizer (Adam, (Kingma and Ba 2017)) and loss function (Mean absolute244

error, MAE). All models are trained on 1 day of GCM output data and we use the same date of245

model output as the training data for all models.246

We start by splitting the global ocean into 3 boxes to zoom into three distinct regions of dynami-247

cal importance in oceanography, namely the Gulf stream, Kuroshio and Southern ocean / Antarctic248

circumpolar current (ACC). The Kuroshio region is chosen to extend south of the equator to in-249

clude the equatorial jets as well as to test whether the models can generalize to large variations250

in f. The daily averaged GCM output surface speed on a particular reference date, with the three251

regions (marked by three different colored boxes) is shown in Fig. 1. WE then train 3 different252
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linear regrssion models with training data from these three sub-domains. We also trained a linear253

regression model for the whole globe using the same model architecture. During training, the254

models are fed a shuffled batch of the training data with 32 samples in each batch and the loss255

(MAE) is computed for the batch. For the linear regression model as well as for all the neural net-256

works discussed in this study we present here we kept the batch size constant. Changing the batch257

size does not significantly alter the loss at the end of training, but smaller batch sizes generally258

help the model learn faster. The different models, the number of epochs (an epoch is defined as259

one pass through the training dataset) used for each, and losses at the end of training and during260

evaluation against a test dataset are summarized in table 1. The evolution of model loss function261

during training for the 3 different models are presented in Fig. 3. Linear regression is shown in262

the darker colors. The big jumps in the loss function correspond to the end of an epoch. We plot263

the models’ training progress in the Gulf Stream region for 8 epochs, and for 5 epochs on the264

Kuroshio and ACC regions. The trained models are then evaluated for a test dataset (which the265

model has not seen, GCM output from a different point in time) and the evaluation loss is plotted266

as the horizontal dashed lines. The linear regression model trained on the whole globe is also267

evaluated for each subdomain (gulf stream, Kuroshio, ACC) and the global model evaluation loss268

is plotted as the dotted line. Comparing the model losses in the 3 different sections, we find that269

the linear regression model performs the most poorly for the Kuroshio region (i.e the subdomain270

with the most variation in f ). The model does progressively better for the gulf stream and the271

ACC in terms of MAE, where the variations in f are relatively smaller in comparison. However,272

the root mean squared error of predicted velocities is still quite large in all these regions (second273

panels of Figs. 4, 5, 6). The linear regression model trained on the global ocean does even worse274

during evaluation. Since geostrophy relies on non-linear combination of the Coriolis parameter275

( f ) with the spatial gradients, linear regression is ineffective at predicting velocities beyond local-276
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ized regions with small variation of f or little mesoscale activity. This shows that a linear model277

fails to accurately represent surface currents in any region that includes significant variation in the278

Coriolis parameter f . Even in regions far enough from the equator such that the variation in f279

is not significant (like the gulf stream or ACC), the performance of such a linear model does not280

improve with more training examples and/or starts overfitting. We also show that a lower MAE281

during training does not necessarily guarantee that the model is picking up on the small scale282

fluctuations in velocity, as can be seen from the relatively large squared errors especially in and283

around high surface current regions (Figs. 4, 5, 6). We suspect that this failure is largely due to284

the fact that the linear model is trying to fit the velocities as a linear combination of the different285

features, whereas realistic surface current predictions should be based on non linear combinations286

of features.287

These non-linear combinations between the different features can instead be incorporated by288

using deep learning or artificial neural networks. In the following section, we demonstrate the289

feasibility of using neural networks to extract the nonlinear relationships from data.290

5. Deep Learning: Artificial Neural Networks291

Artificial neural networks (or neural networks for short) are machine learning algorithms that are292

loosely modeled after the neuronal structure of a biological brain but on a much smaller scale. A293

neural network is composed of layers of connected units or nodes called artificial neurons (LeCun294

et al. 2015; Nielsen 2015; Goodfellow et al. 2016) that combine input from the data with a set of295

weights and passes the sum through the node’s activation function along with a bias term, to the296

subsequent set of nodes, to determine to what extent that signal progresses through the network297

and how it affects the ultimate outcome. Neural nets are typically “feed-forward,” meaning that298

data moves through them in only one direction. A layer is called densely connected when each299
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node in that layer is connected to every node in the layers immediately above and below it. Deep300

learning, or deep neural networks is the name used for “stacked neural networks” - i.e., networks301

composed of several layers.302

In the past few years, there have been several studies applying machine learning tools, and more303

specifically deep learning methods to model physical/dynamical processes. For example, deep304

neural networks (DNN) have been used to develop Reynolds-averaged turbulence models (Ling305

et al. 2016) to show that a neural network can be trained to preserve Galilean invariances. Lguensat306

et al. (2017) developed a convolutional neural network (CNN) based architecture for automated307

eddy detection and classification from Sea Surface Height (SSH) maps. Chapman and Charan-308

tonis (2017) constructed a form of neural network known as a self-organising map to reconstruct309

sub-surface velocities in the Southern ocean using satellite altimetry data and Argo floats. Pathak310

et al. (2018) used yet another recently developed machine learning algorithm, known as reser-311

voir computing, to make predictions for the evolution of a very large spatiotemporally chaotic312

dynamical systems. Another recent study (Bar-Sinai et al. 2018) demonstrated the capabilities313

of a CNN based method for coarse-graining partial differential equations. This study has strong314

potential implications for future data-driven subgrid scale paramterizations in atmospheric and315

oceanographic models. In a recent publication, Gentine et al. (2018) used deep neural networks316

(DNN), trained with a outputs from a superparameterized climate model, to successfully predict317

most of the key features of embedded convection necessary for climate simulation, thereby sug-318

gesting a strong future for data-driven convection parameterizations in climate models. On the319

oceanographic modeling side, Bolton and Zanna (2018) used CNNs trained on spatio-temporally320

degraded data from a high-resolution quasi-geostrophic ocean model to successfully replicate the321

spatio-temporal variability of the eddy momentum forcing. Furthermore, the CNN based method322

was shown to be generalizable to a range of dynamical behaviours, and could be forced to respect323
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global momentum conservation. One of the common criticisms of deep-learning methods has been324

that, they are a “black-box”, i.e., lacking any simple intuitive physical interpretations. Some of325

these recent works (Ling et al. 2016; Bolton and Zanna 2018; Gentine et al. 2018) showed that326

data-driven approaches, even with limited data, can be used in conjunction with physical models,327

to help speed up some of the time intensive/ memory intensive processes in the physical models,328

while still respecting physical principles.329

Our neural network code was written using the Python library Keras (https://keras.io) (Chol-330

let et al. 2015), a high-level wrapper around TensorFlow (http://www.tensorflow.org). The feed-331

forward NNs consist of interconnected layers, each of which have a certain number of nodes. The332

first layer is the input layer, which in our case is a stacked vector containing the input variables just333

like in the linear regression example above. The last layer is the output layer, which is a stacked334

vector of the two outputs (U,V). All layers in between are called hidden layers. The activation335

function, i.e. the function acting on each node – is a weighted sum of the activations in all nodes336

of the previous layer plus a bias term, passed through a non-linear activation function. For our337

study, we used the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) as an activation function. The output layer is338

purely linear without an activation function. Training a NN means optimizing the weight matrices339

and bias vectors to minimize a loss function – in our case the MAE - between the NN predictions340

and the true values of (u,v).341

The model reduces the loss, by computing the gradient of the loss function with respect to all342

weights and biases using a backpropagation algorithm, followed by stepping down the gradient343

– using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). In particular we use a version of SGD called Adam344

(Kingma and Ba 2014, 2017). Although most neural network strategies involve normalizing the345

input variables, we did not use any normalization, since the normalization factors would be largely346

dependent on the choice of domain / ocean basin, given that the dynamical parameters (like SSH347
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and wind stress) vary widely across the different ocean basins. Instead we wanted the NN to be348

generalizable across the whole ocean.349

We construct a 3-hidden-layer neural network to replace the linear regression model described350

in the previous section. A schematic model architecture for the neural network is presented in351

Fig. 2(b). Using the same basic model architecture, we train three NNs on the same three sub-352

domains (Gulf Stream, Kuroshio, ACC) along with one which is trained on the global ocean.353

Everything including batch size, the training data, the targets, the input features and the number354

of epochs the model is trained for in each region is kept exactly the same as what we used for the355

linear regression examples. The only thing that we changed is the model, where instead of 1 layer356

with no activation we now have three hidden layers with a total of 1812 trainable parameters.357

Just like we did with the linear regression model, we then tracked the evolution of the models’358

loss function as it moved through batches of input data over multiple epochs (Fig. 3, lighter col-359

ored lines in all panels). As we can see, in comparison to the linear regression model, the NNs360

perform significantly better at reducing the loss in all the ocean regions. What is even more strik-361

ing is that the NN trained on the globe (dashed line) consistently outperforms the local models,362

predicting surface currents with lower MAE/ MSE than the models trained on the local subdo-363

mains. This is especially noticeable for the Kuroshio region (Fig. 3, second panel), where the NN364

trained on the globe manages to get the signature of the equatorial currents better than the NN365

trained specifically in that region (compare panels 3 and 4 of Fig. 5) and gets the absolute error366

down to ≈ 5cm/s. This shows, that in comparison to the linear model the neural network actually367

manages to learn the physics better when it receives a more spatially diverse input data, and is368

therefore more generalizable. Even though the linear regression models all manage to get the loss369

down to comparable magnitude, looking at the spatial plot of the predicted squared error Figs. 45370

and 6 gives us an idea how poorly it does at actually learning the physics of surface currents. In371
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comparison, even a relatively shallow 3-hidden-layer neural network performs remarkably better372

with very few localized hotspots of large errors. This is to be expected since the largest order373

balance, i.e., geostrophy relies on non-linear combination of the Coriolis parameter ( f ) with the374

spatial gradients, and therefore these non-linear combinations are not represented by linear regres-375

sion and are better captured by a neural network with dense interconnected layers with non-linear376

activation functions.377

In Fig. 7 we plot the joint histogram of the zonal and meridional velocity predictions against378

the true (GCM output) values for the physical model, linear regression model (trained on the local379

subdomain) and the locally and globally trained neural networks in the ACC sector. From these380

joint histograms, it is obvious that the physical model, the local and global neural networks all381

predict velocities that are extremely well correlated with the true velocities in this region. In382

addition the root mean squared (rms) errors normalized by the rms velocities are also very well383

correlated between the physical model and neural network predictions. This provides us with384

reasonable confidence that the model is indeed learning the physics of surface geostrophy and385

Ekman flow.386

We also plotted the squared errors in predicted velocity form the physical model (geostro-387

phy+Ekman) and the local Rossby number (expressed as the ratio of the relative vorticity ζ =388

vx−uy, to the planetary vorticity f ) in the three domains (Gulf Stream - Fig. 4; Kuroshio - Fig. 5389

and the ACC - Fig. 6). It is interesting to note that the localized regions in large root squared er-390

rors in both the neural network and physical models coincide with regions where the local Rossby391

number is high. High Rossby numbers indicate unbalanced flow and the specific regions where392

we see high Rossby numbers are typically associated with heightened submesoscale activity. We393

speculate that the prediction errors in these locations are due to the NN’s inability to capture higher394
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order balances (e.g. gradient wind, cyclostrophic balance) that are necessary to fully capture the395

small scale variability associated with these motions and close the momentum budget.396

The NN also generally predicts weaker velocities near the Equator where the true values of the397

surface currents are quite large (due to strong Equatorial jets). This can lead to large errors for398

the global mean, which get magnified when the differences are squared. However we know that399

geostrophic and Ekman balance also doesn’t hold near the Equator. A fairer comparison would400

therefore involve masking out the near equatorial region (5◦N−5◦S) for both the statistical model401

(i.e. NN predictions) as well as for the physical model (geo+ ekman). region sincetfails402

a. Neural networks with Convolutional Filters403

In Section 2 we explained how we can use the local 2× 2 stencil to expand the feature vector404

space by a factor of 4. We can further expand the feature vector space by passing all the stenciled405

input features through k convolutional filters of shape 2× 2. If k > 4ns
f where ns

f is the number406

of input features with a stencil, we end up with more input features that goes into the NN than407

before. There is very little functional difference between this kind of training approach and the408

one discussed previously, except that we end up with more trainable parameters, which we can409

potentially use to extract even more information from the data. We should note that this is techni-410

cally not the same as convolutional neural networks, which are typically used for image analysis411

and classification, where the convolutional layers serve to reduce the feature vector space without412

losing information. This is particularly important for problems like image classification where it is413

needed to scale down large image datasets without losing feature information. A schematic of this414

subcategory of neural network is shown in Fig. 2(c). After applying the convolutional filter and415

passing it through a reshape layer in keras the point inputs and filtered stencil inputs are passed416

through a Leaky ReLU before being fed into a similar 3-hidden layer NN framework as described417
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before. Using a similar procedure, we can also apply k 3D convolutional filters of shape 2×2×3418

on the time and space stenciled inputs to effectively end up with k input features of length N for419

the stencil variables (. 2(d)). The goal with the time stenciled input being to potentially learn time420

derivatives and explore how the tendencies can affect the NN projections. In hindsight, this data421

set is probably not be the most suited for this kind of approach since the variables we used as input422

features are daily averaged and any fast-time scale / tendency effects that we hoped to capture from423

multiple snapshots of the same variable are probably filtered out by the time averaging. These two424

approaches are virtually identical with slightly different preprocessing of the input data.425

b. Model dependence on choice of input features426

We then trained these NNs with varying combinations of input features to explore how the427

choice of input features can influence the model training rate and loss. Feeding the NN models428

varying combination of input features, either as stencilled or as point variables and by selectively429

holding out specific features for each training case allowed us to assess the relative importance of430

each physical input variable for the neural network’s predictive capability. The different models431

with their corresponding input features and the number of trainable parameters for each case are432

summarized in table 2. As with all previous examples, we chose mean absolute error as the loss433

function for all these experiments. We performed a few training exercises using the mean squared434

error instead and did not notice any significant difference. For models numbered 1 - 13, we used435

a 2 point space-stencil and for models 1t - 10t, in addition to a stencil in space, we provide a 3436

point time stencil with the intention of helping the neural network “learn” time derivatives. The437

different experiments listed in table 2, can broadly be categorized into 6 groups based on their438

input features. In group 1, is model 1, where the model only sees η (stencil) and wind stress,439

τ (point) as input features. No spatial information is provided. In the second category, we have440
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models that receive η (stencil) and spatial information X in some form, but no wind stress. This441

includes models 2, 5t and 7t. The third category describes models that receive η ,θ (stencil) and442

spatial information X and no wind stress and includes models 3,6t and 8t. The fourth category443

describes models that receive SSH (η), spatial information (X) and wind stress (τ) but no SST444

and includes models 4, 6, 7, 10, 1t, 3t. The fifth category of models receive SSH (η), SST (θ ),445

spacial information (X) and wind stress and the only input feature these models don’t receive in446

any form is sea surface salinity (S). This includes models 5, 8, 9, 11, 2t, 4t. The sixth and final447

category represents models tat receive all the input features (η ,θ ,S,X,τ) in some form or another448

and includes models 13, 9t and 10t.449

As mentioned previously, spatial information is provided in one of 3 ways, (a) in the form of 3450

dimensional transformed coordinates (X, Y, Z ), (b) just the coriolis parameter (X here serves as451

a proxy for the coriolis parameter) and (c) with both the Coriolis parameter and local dx and dy452

values. Barring a few examples (models 10, 11) windstress is always provided as a point variable453

and apart from models 6, 7, 8, 9, none of the models receive a stencil in the spatial coordinates. We454

also trained a few models without SSH as an input feature, but the loss in all these cases was much455

larger than those shown here (> 50cm/s) and the NNs fail to pick up any functional dependence456

on the input features. Those cases are therefore not presented. Each of these models are trained457

for 4 Epochs on the same day of data (or 3 consecutive days centered around that date for the time458

stencilled cases).459

In Fig. 9 we summarize the findings from these experiments by plotting the rms error for all460

the model predictions along with the rms error for the physical model predictions side by side.461

With the exception of 5 models (model 1, 5t, 7t, 6t, and 8t) all our NN model predictions have462

lower domain mean squared errors than the physics-based models. In terms of features, model463

without spatial information has the largest error, followed by models without wind stress (The464
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absolute largest error is for the model without SSH, which is too big to be considered here).465

This signifies that to accurately represent surface currents, apart from SSH, the most important466

pieces of information required by the neural networks to successfully learn the physics of surface467

curents are spatial information and wind stress. It is striking to see how much the model struggles468

without spatial information. This implies that latitude dependence is a critical component for a469

NN to be able to predict surface currents accurately. It is only expected since the dynamics of470

surface currents do depend very strongly on latitude and therefore it is impossible to construct a471

meaningful prediction model based on just snapshots without any knowledge of latitude.472

The zonal mean rms error for the predictions from some of the representative models from473

the 6 categories described above are shown in Fig. 8. The NNs all generally predict weaker474

velocities near the Equator where the true values of the surface currents are quite large (due to475

strong Equatorial jets). This can lead to large errors for the global mean, which get magnified476

when the differences are squared. However we know that geostrophic and Ekman balance also477

doesn’t hold near the Equator. Therefore to allow for a fair comparison between all the models,478

we mask out the rms errors in a 10◦ latitude band surrounding the equator (5◦N−5◦S) for both the479

physical and statistical models. Out of all the models, model 1 which does not receive any spatial480

information (X), has the highest mean squared errors throughout the globe. For the models that481

don’t see wind stress (τ) as an input feature, the rms errors are comparable if not smaller at most482

latitudes when compared to the physics-based model where you only consider geostrophy (dashed483

black line). Additionally, all models that receive η , τ and X in some form perform consistently484

better than geostrophy+Ekman at all latitudes (except for near the equator where the physics-485

based models and the NN are all equally inadequate). We noticed that during training, the NN’s486

minimize the loss function slightly faster when a stencil is provided for the spatial coordinates, but487

after a few epochs the differences in training loss between models that receive a spatial stencil and488
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models that dont, diminish very rapidly. During prediction also, the models that receive stencils489

in spatial coordinates perform slightly better especially at the high latitudes than the ones where490

spatial information is provided pointwise.491

Therefore among the various strategies tested, for this particular dataset, the models that perform492

the best in terms of prediction rms error are the models that receive SSH, wind stress and spatial493

information with a space stencil. The three point time stencil does not add anything meaningful494

and appears to hurt, rather than help the model overall, which was surprising, even though in495

hindsight we speculate that this might be due to the daily averaged nature of the POP model496

output. Variables like sea surface temperature and sea surface salinity have very little impact on497

the model as well.498

In terms of choice of features, model 13 stands out as the most practical and physically mean-499

ingful training strategy for a few reasons.500

• It is the most complete in terms of features501

• It is the most straightforward to implement, since it does not involve calculating any trans-502

formed 3 dimensional coordinates. (All the input variables would be readily available for any503

gridded oceanographic dataset.)504

• It is one of the models with the lowest prediction rms errors.505

For these specific reasons we choose model 13 as the reference for performing a sensitivity anal-506

ysis. The purpose of this analysis is to characterize the sensitivity of the model to perturbations507

in the different input features during testing/prediction. For the sensitivity tests we simply add a508

gaussian noise of varying amplitude to each of the input variables, while keeping the rest of the509

input variables fixed. For each of the input variables (xi ∈ {η ,θ ,X ,dx,dy,τx, tauy}), we chose 3510

different zero-mean gaussian noise perturbations with the standard deviations of 0.5σ(xi), σ(xi),511
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and 2σ(xi), where σ(xi) is the standard deviation of the corresponding input variable xi. The512

model loss is then evaluated for each of these perturbations and normalized by the amplitude of513

perturbations (right panel Fig. 10). This normalization is done to level the playing field for all the514

input variables and allow for a one-to-one comparison since the different input variables vary in515

orders of magnitude (e.g. the amplitude of perturbations in SSH is O(100), while the amplitude516

of perturbations in wind stress is O(1) and therefore a perturbation of amplitude σ(η) in η would517

lead to a much larger model error than a perturbation of σ(τx) in τx would, as can be seen from518

the log scaling of the y-axis inthe left panel of Fig. 10).519

Given what we learned about the importance of spatial coordinates for NN training, it is not520

surprising to see that for prediction also, the NN is most sensitive to perturbations in the coriolis521

parameter (or X). The input variables that the model is most sensitive to, arranged in descend-522

ing order of model sensitivity are coriolis parameter, SSH and wind stress, followed by SST. The523

model is not particularly sensitive to perturbations in local grid spacing or salinity. The relative524

effect of the input variables, observed in the model sensitivity test closely matches what we saw525

in the different model training examples where we selectively held out these features. This again526

confirms that in order to train a deep learning model to make physically meaningful and generalis-527

able predictions of surface currents it is not sufficient to simply provide it snapshots of dynamical528

variables like SSH as images. We also need to provide spatial information like latitude for the529

NN’s to effectively “learn” the physics of surface currents.530

6. Summary and Future Directions531

The goal of this study was to use machine learning to make predictions of ocean surface currents532

from satellite observable quantities like SSH wind stress, SST etc. Our central question was: Can533
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we train deep learning based models to learn physical models of estimating surface currents like534

geostrophy, Ekman flow and perhaps do better than the physical models themselves?535

We used the output from the CESM POP model surface fields as our “truth” data for this study.536

As a first order example, we tested a linear regression model for a few of local subdomains ex-537

tracted from the global GCM output. Linear regression works well only when the domains are538

small and far removed from the equator and gets progressively worse as the domain gets bigger539

and the variation in local coriolis parameter gets large. It performs most poorly when f changes540

sign in the domain. reasonably well for small enough regions, far enough from the equator. This541

showed that unsurprisingly it is not possible to train a simple linear model to accurately predict542

surface currents. In addition, providing more data does not necessarily improve the predictive543

ability of a linear model and only made it worse as it starts overfitting. Whereas for the same544

kind of domain, a neural network we can minimize the loss (MSE) with fewer data-points and still545

remain generalisable, since neural networks can learn functional relationships between regressors546

(input features) with only a small amount of data. The model’s ability to make predictions is also547

shown to improve with more data. Furthermore, compared to a linear regression model, a NN548

even with a relatively small network of densely connected nodes, with a suitable non-linear acti-549

vation function (like ReLU), allows us to have a large number of trainable parameters (weights,550

biases) that can be optimized to minimize the loss. The activation function is what allows the551

different non-linear combinations between the different regressors (input features). Furthermore,552

a neural network trained on the entire globe is shown to predict surface currents more accurately553

in the sub-domains than neural networks trained in those specific sub domains. In comparison,554

a similar approach with a linear regression model produces the opposite result, i.e. a globally555

trained linear regression model produces higher prediction errors than the one that’s trained on556

each specific sub-domain. The fact that spatially diverse data actually makes the neural network557
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perform better is indicative of the fact that a neural network can actually “learn” the functional558

relationships needed for calculating surface currents rather than simply memorizing some target559

values for different combination of input features. By examining the dependence of the NNs on560

the choice of input features and by looking at the sensitivity of a NN model to perturbations in561

the input features, we established that apart from SSH, the physical location of the input features562

is one of the most crucial elements for the NN to “learn” the physics of surface currents. It is563

further demonstrated that with a careful and deliberate choice of input features the neural network564

can even beat the physics-based models at predicting surface currents accurately in most regions565

of the global ocean. A key ingredient for calculating the Ekman part of the flow using current566

physics based models is the vertical diffusivity, which is largely unknown for most of the global567

ocean. Most observational ocean current estimates that include the Ekman part of the flow relies568

on inferring the vertical diffusivity based on empirical multiple linear regressions with Lagrangian569

surface drifter data, The neural network approach, by comparison does not suffer from the same570

kind of limitation, since in this framework, we do not need to provide Az as an input feature, which571

is one more added advantage for this method.572

In this study, we wanted to see whether we can train a statistical model like a NN with data to573

essentially match or perhaps beat the baseline physics based models we currently use to estimate574

surface currents. By examining the errors in surface current predictions from our NN predictions575

and comparing them with predictions from physically motivated models (like geostrophy and Ek-576

man dynamics), we showed that a relatively simple NN captures most of the large scale flow577

features equally well if not better than the physical models, with only one day of training data for578

the globe.579

However, some key aspects of the flow, associated with mesoscale and sub-mesoscale turbulence580

are not reproduced. We speculate that this is possibly caused by the fact that the neural network581
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framework can not capture the higher order balances (gradient wind) that are likely at play in these582

regions since these hotspots of high errors are collocated with regions of High Ro where balance583

breaks down (see Figs. 4-6).584

One of the biggest hurdles associated with these studies is figuring out efficient strategies to585

stream large volumes of earth system model data into a NN framework. So before diving headfirst586

into the highest resolution global ocean model (currently available), we wanted to test the feasi-587

bility of using a regression model based on deep learning as a framework for estimating surface588

currents with a lower resolution model data (smaller/more managable dataset), while still being589

eddy resolving. Hence we chose the CESM POP model data for this present study. In the future,590

we propose to train a NN with data from a higher spatio-temporal resolution global ocean model591

like the MITgcm llc4320 model (Rocha et al. 2016). As a further step, we could coarse-grain592

such a model to SWOT-like resolutions, or use the SWOT simulator, train NNs on that, and make593

predictions for global surface currents.594

As for the weak surface currents predicted by our NN at the equator, we need to keep in mind595

that geostrophic balance (defined by the first order dervatives of SSH) only holds away from the596

equator and satellite altimetry datasets (e.g. AVISO, Ducet et al. 2000) typically employ a higher597

order balance (Lagerloef et al. 1999) at the equator, to match the flow regime with the geostrophic598

regime away from the equator. One possible way to train the NN to learn these higher order599

balances would be by increasing the stencil size around each point. Since our primary goal was600

for the model to learn geostrophy, we started with a spatial stncil in SSH. We also explored training601

approaches where we provided stencils in SST, wind and SSS, with the intention of helping the602

model learn about wind-stress curl and thermal wind balance. In practice, however these didn’t603

payoff as much and these additional stencils did not significantly improve model performance. In604
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future approaches we can try to provide separate stencils of varying size to each of these input605

variables, to test whether we can further improve the model accuracy.606

As another future step, we also aim to incorporate recursive neural networks (RNNs) in con-607

juction with convolutional filters of varying kernel sizes, to train the models on cyclostrophic or608

gradient wind balance. This recursive neural network approach would be analogous to iteratively609

solving the gradient wind equation (Knox and Ohmann 2006), a technique which was originally610

developed for numerical weather prediction before advances in computing allowed for integrating611

the full non-linear equations.612

The present work demonstrates that to a large extent, a simple neural network can be trained613

to extract functional relationships between SSH, wind stress etc. and surface currents with quite614

limited data. The field of deep learning as of now is rapidly evolving. It remains to be seen, if with615

some clever choices of training strategies and by using some of the other more recently developed616

deep learning techniques, we can improve upon this. In this study, we propose a few approaches617

that can be implemented to improve upon our current results and would like to investigate this in618

further detail in future studies. In addition, we believe that data driven approaches, like the one619

shown in this present study, have strong potential applications for various practical problems in620

physical oceanography, and require further exploration. Insights gained from this type of analy-621

sis could be of great potential significance, especially for future satellite altimetry missions like622

SWOT.623
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TABLE 1. Table summarizing model errors from the the physics based model (geostrophy + Ekman flow) and

the two types of regression models - linear regression and neural network (Panel (a) and (b) in Fig. 2).

712

713

Model(training region) Number oftrainableparameters Epochs MAE (train)[cm/s] MAE (eval)GS [cm/s] MAE (eval)Kuroshio [cm/s] MAE (eval)ACC [cm/s]

LR (Gulf Stream) 38 8 10.7 11.4 - -

NN (GS) 1812 8 2.3 3.7 - -

LR (Kuroshio) 38 5 12.9 - 13.4 -

NN (Kuroshio) 1812 5 5.8 - 7.0 -

LR (ACC) 38 5 7.5 - - 7.5

NN (ACC) 1812 5 1.9 - - 4.5

NN (global) 1812 4 3.0 2.4 5.1 1.8

geo+Ek (global) - - - 6.1 29.2 3.9
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TABLE 2. Table summarizing the different CNNs and the training strategies explored

Model No. Stencil inspace (2s) Stencil intime (3t) Stencil Variables Point Variables Number oftrainableparameters

1 X × η τx,τy 4772

2 X × η X (= f
2Ω

) 4732

3 X × η ,θ X 5052

4 X × η X ,τx,τy 4812

5 X × η ,θ X ,τx,τy 5132

6 X × η ,X ,Y,Z τx,τy 5732

7 X × η ,X τx,τy 5092

8 X × η ,θ ,X ,Y,Z τx,τy 6052

9 X × η ,θ ,X τx,τy 5412

10 X × η ,τx,τy X 5372

11 X × η ,θ ,τx,τy X 5692

12 X × η ,θ X ,dx,dy,τx,τy 5212

13 X × η ,θ ,S X ,dx,dy,τx,τy 5532

1t X X η τx,τy,X ,dx,dy 5532

2t X X η ,θ τx,τy,X ,dx,dy 6492

3t X X η τx,τy,X 5452

4t X X η ,θ τx,τy,X 6412

5t X X η X ,dx,dy 5452

6t X X η ,θ X ,dx,dy 6412

7t X X η X 5372

8t X X η ,θ X 6332

9t X X η ,θ ,S τx,τy,X 7372

10t X X η ,θ ,S τx,τy,X ,dx,dy 7452
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N, 40
<latexit sha1_base64="Zwq8Bp1IaMpHiOrhPGCNodkglkc=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7paDHohdPUsHaQruUbJptQ5PsmmQLZenv8OJBQbz6X7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMkHMmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/Lh0aOOEkVoi0Q8Up0Aa8qZpC3DDKedWFEsAk7bwfgm89sTqjSL5IOZxtQXeChZyAg2VvJ7ApuREundRc2d9csVt+rOgVaJl5MK5Gj2y1+9QUQSQaUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOZ6VeommMyRgPaddSiQXVfjoPPUNnVhmgMFL2SYPm6u+NFAutpyKwk1lIvexl4n9eNzHhlZ8yGSeGSrI4FCYcmQhlDaABU5QYPrUEE8VsVkRGWGFibE8lW4K3/OVV0q5VvXrV8+7rlcZ13kcRTuAUzsGDS2jALTShBQSe4Ble4c2ZOC/Ou/OxGC04+c4x/IHz+QPNVpHu</latexit>

N, 20

<latexit sha1_base64="Zwq8Bp1IaMpHiOrhPGCNodkglkc=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7paDHohdPUsHaQruUbJptQ5PsmmQLZenv8OJBQbz6X7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMkHMmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/Lh0aOOEkVoi0Q8Up0Aa8qZpC3DDKedWFEsAk7bwfgm89sTqjSL5IOZxtQXeChZyAg2VvJ7ApuREundRc2d9csVt+rOgVaJl5MK5Gj2y1+9QUQSQaUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOZ6VeommMyRgPaddSiQXVfjoPPUNnVhmgMFL2SYPm6u+NFAutpyKwk1lIvexl4n9eNzHhlZ8yGSeGSrI4FCYcmQhlDaABU5QYPrUEE8VsVkRGWGFibE8lW4K3/OVV0q5VvXrV8+7rlcZ13kcRTuAUzsGDS2jALTShBQSe4Ble4c2ZOC/Ou/OxGC04+c4x/IHz+QPNVpHu</latexit>

N, 20
<latexit sha1_base64="6Mp2M2fF6jK9YY1XFu63APbtx4k=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHzrZ61fVY9egkXwIGUjBT0WvXiSCtYW2qVk07QNTbJrki2Upb/DiwcF8ep/8ea/MdvuQVsHAsPMe7zJhLHgxvr+t7eyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OH02UaMoaNBKRboXEMMEVa1huBWvFmhEZCtYMRzeZ3xwzbXikHuwkZoEkA8X7nBLrpKAjiR1qmd6dY3/aLZX9ij8DWiY4J2XIUe+Wvjq9iCaSKUsFMaaN/dgGKdGWU8GmxU5iWEzoiAxY21FFJDNBOgs9RadO6aF+pN1TFs3U3xspkcZMZOgms5Bm0cvE/7x2YvtXQcpVnFim6PxQPxHIRihrAPW4ZtSKiSOEau6yIjokmlDreiq6EvDil5dJ86KCqxWM76vl2nXeRwGO4QTOAMMl1OAW6tAACk/wDK/w5o29F+/d+5iPrnj5zhH8gff5A8vPke0=</latexit>

N, 10

INPUT 

Stencil


space + time

CONV 3D

k filters

Reshape

INPUT 

Point

Leaky ReLU

OUTPUT dense

no activation

in :

out :

<latexit sha1_base64="LyunTPxOasgeAnYm5t1gro3rRpw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJJIQY9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTgql9Dd48aAgXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTybJNOM+S2SiWyE1XArFfRQoeSvVnMah5M1weDfzmyOujUjUI45THsS0r0QkGEUr+ZXscnTRLZXdqjsHWSVeTsqQo9EtfXV6CctirpBJakzbc1MMJlSjYJJPi53M8JSyIe3ztqWKxtwEk/mxU3JulR6JEm1LIZmrvycmNDZmHIe2M6Y4MMveTPzPa2cY3QQTodIMuWKLRVEmCSZk9jnpCc0ZyrEllGlhbyVsQDVlaPMp2hC85ZdXSfOq6tWqnvdQK9dv8zwKcApnUAEPrqEO99AAHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L1jUnnzmBP3A+fwB/lI5N</latexit>

(u, v)

<latexit sha1_base64="oe5wm0yiSNgLUGienYpQw60PTII=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7paDHohdPUsHaQncp2TTbhibZJckKZenf8OJBQbz6Y7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMmHCmTau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rh0aOOU0Voh8Q8Vr0Qa8qZpB3DDKe9RFEsQk674eQm97tPVGkWywczTWgg8EiyiBFsrOT7ApuxEtndRWM2qNbcujsHWiVeQWpQoD2ofvnDmKSCSkM41rrvuYkJMqwMI5zOKn6qaYLJBI9o31KJBdVBNs88Q2dWGaIoVvZJg+bq740MC62nIrSTeUa97OXif14/NdFVkDGZpIZKsjgUpRyZGOUFoCFTlBg+tQQTxWxWRMZYYWJsTRVbgrf85VXSbdS9Zt3z7pu11nXRRxlO4BTOwYNLaMEttKEDBBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PhajJafYOYY/cD5/AFsvkbQ=</latexit>

N, 2

<latexit sha1_base64="6Mp2M2fF6jK9YY1XFu63APbtx4k=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHzrZ61fVY9egkXwIGUjBT0WvXiSCtYW2qVk07QNTbJrki2Upb/DiwcF8ep/8ea/MdvuQVsHAsPMe7zJhLHgxvr+t7eyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OH02UaMoaNBKRboXEMMEVa1huBWvFmhEZCtYMRzeZ3xwzbXikHuwkZoEkA8X7nBLrpKAjiR1qmd6dY3/aLZX9ij8DWiY4J2XIUe+Wvjq9iCaSKUsFMaaN/dgGKdGWU8GmxU5iWEzoiAxY21FFJDNBOgs9RadO6aF+pN1TFs3U3xspkcZMZOgms5Bm0cvE/7x2YvtXQcpVnFim6PxQPxHIRihrAPW4ZtSKiSOEau6yIjokmlDreiq6EvDil5dJ86KCqxWM76vl2nXeRwGO4QTOAMMl1OAW6tAACk/wDK/w5o29F+/d+5iPrnj5zhH8gff5A8vPke0=</latexit>

N, 10

hidden layer 1

ReLU

hidden layer 2

ReLU

hidden layer 3

ReLU

in :

in :

in :

in :

in :

out :

out :

out :

out :

out :
<latexit sha1_base64="J1MPTT3VtGBD/vWei3BTtKhR7OY=">AAAB+nicbVBNSwMxFHzrZ61fqx69BIvgQcquFPRY9OJJKlhbaNclm2bb0CS7JNlCWfpPvHhQEK/+Em/+G9N2D9o6EBhm3uNNJko508bzvp2V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dv3z04fNRJpghtkoQnqh1hTTmTtGmY4bSdKopFxGkrGt5M/daIKs0S+WDGKQ0E7ksWM4KNlULX7QpsBkrkd+cyjJ/SSehWvKo3A1omfkEqUKARul/dXkIyQaUhHGvd8b3UBDlWhhFOJ+VupmmKyRD3acdSiQXVQT5LPkGnVumhOFH2SYNm6u+NHAutxyKyk9OcetGbiv95nczEV0HOZJoZKsn8UJxxZBI0rQH1mKLE8LElmChmsyIywAoTY8sq2xL8xS8vk9ZF1a9Vff++VqlfF32U4BhO4Ax8uIQ63EIDmkBgBM/wCm9O7rw4787HfHTFKXaO4A+czx88F5Pc</latexit>

N, np
f

<latexit sha1_base64="f7BLl+WbbXo8ei2zHxtVWaxB+CE=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyxCRSkzUtBl0Y0rqWBtoR2HTJppQ5PMkGSEOhR/xY0LBXHrd7jzb8y0s9DWA4HDOfdyT04QM6q043xbhYXFpeWV4mppbX1jc8ve3rlTUSIxaeKIRbIdIEUYFaSpqWakHUuCeMBIKxheZn7rgUhFI3GrRzHxOOoLGlKMtJF8e6/LkR5Inl6fVIbHwg/v46Oxb5edqjMBnCduTsogR8O3v7q9CCecCI0ZUqrjOrH2UiQ1xYyMS91EkRjhIeqTjqECcaK8dJJ+DA+N0oNhJM0TGk7U3xsp4kqNeGAms6xq1svE/7xOosNzL6UiTjQReHooTBjUEcyqgD0qCdZsZAjCkpqsEA+QRFibwkqmBHf2y/OkdVp1a1XXvamV6xd5H0WwDw5ABbjgDNTBFWiAJsDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MR0tWPnOLvgD6/MHR0uU6w==</latexit>

N, (k + np
f )

<latexit sha1_base64="f7BLl+WbbXo8ei2zHxtVWaxB+CE=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyxCRSkzUtBl0Y0rqWBtoR2HTJppQ5PMkGSEOhR/xY0LBXHrd7jzb8y0s9DWA4HDOfdyT04QM6q043xbhYXFpeWV4mppbX1jc8ve3rlTUSIxaeKIRbIdIEUYFaSpqWakHUuCeMBIKxheZn7rgUhFI3GrRzHxOOoLGlKMtJF8e6/LkR5Inl6fVIbHwg/v46Oxb5edqjMBnCduTsogR8O3v7q9CCecCI0ZUqrjOrH2UiQ1xYyMS91EkRjhIeqTjqECcaK8dJJ+DA+N0oNhJM0TGk7U3xsp4kqNeGAms6xq1svE/7xOosNzL6UiTjQReHooTBjUEcyqgD0qCdZsZAjCkpqsEA+QRFibwkqmBHf2y/OkdVp1a1XXvamV6xd5H0WwDw5ABbjgDNTBFWiAJsDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MR0tWPnOLvgD6/MHR0uU6w==</latexit>

N, (k + np
f )

<latexit sha1_base64="f7BLl+WbbXo8ei2zHxtVWaxB+CE=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyxCRSkzUtBl0Y0rqWBtoR2HTJppQ5PMkGSEOhR/xY0LBXHrd7jzb8y0s9DWA4HDOfdyT04QM6q043xbhYXFpeWV4mppbX1jc8ve3rlTUSIxaeKIRbIdIEUYFaSpqWakHUuCeMBIKxheZn7rgUhFI3GrRzHxOOoLGlKMtJF8e6/LkR5Inl6fVIbHwg/v46Oxb5edqjMBnCduTsogR8O3v7q9CCecCI0ZUqrjOrH2UiQ1xYyMS91EkRjhIeqTjqECcaK8dJJ+DA+N0oNhJM0TGk7U3xsp4kqNeGAms6xq1svE/7xOosNzL6UiTjQReHooTBjUEcyqgD0qCdZsZAjCkpqsEA+QRFibwkqmBHf2y/OkdVp1a1XXvamV6xd5H0WwDw5ABbjgDNTBFWiAJsDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MR0tWPnOLvgD6/MHR0uU6w==</latexit>

N, (k + np
f )

<latexit sha1_base64="2T6lzolV671lfumAqEvxdvi916s=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7UtBj0YsnqWBtoV1KNs22oUl2m2QLZenv8OJBQbz6X7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMkHMmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/Lh0ZOOEkVok0Q8Uu0Aa8qZpE3DDKftWFEsAk5bweg281sTqjSL5KOZxtQXeCBZyAg2VvK7ApuhEun9Rc2d9coVt+rOgVaJl5MK5Gj0yl/dfkQSQaUhHGvd8dzY+ClWhhFOZ6VuommMyQgPaMdSiQXVfjoPPUNnVumjMFL2SYPm6u+NFAutpyKwk1lIvexl4n9eJzHhtZ8yGSeGSrI4FCYcmQhlDaA+U5QYPrUEE8VsVkSGWGFibE8lW4K3/OVV0rqserWq5z3UKvWbvI8inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAEwiM4Rle4c2ZOC/Ou/OxGC04+c4x/IHz+QPQZJHw</latexit>

N, 40

<latexit sha1_base64="2T6lzolV671lfumAqEvxdvi916s=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7UtBj0YsnqWBtoV1KNs22oUl2m2QLZenv8OJBQbz6X7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMkHMmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/Lh0ZOOEkVok0Q8Uu0Aa8qZpE3DDKftWFEsAk5bweg281sTqjSL5KOZxtQXeCBZyAg2VvK7ApuhEun9Rc2d9coVt+rOgVaJl5MK5Gj0yl/dfkQSQaUhHGvd8dzY+ClWhhFOZ6VuommMyQgPaMdSiQXVfjoPPUNnVumjMFL2SYPm6u+NFAutpyKwk1lIvexl4n9eJzHhtZ8yGSeGSrI4FCYcmQhlDaA+U5QYPrUEE8VsVkSGWGFibE8lW4K3/OVV0rqserWq5z3UKvWbvI8inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAEwiM4Rle4c2ZOC/Ou/OxGC04+c4x/IHz+QPQZJHw</latexit>

N, 40
<latexit sha1_base64="Zwq8Bp1IaMpHiOrhPGCNodkglkc=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7paDHohdPUsHaQruUbJptQ5PsmmQLZenv8OJBQbz6X7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMkHMmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/Lh0aOOEkVoi0Q8Up0Aa8qZpC3DDKedWFEsAk7bwfgm89sTqjSL5IOZxtQXeChZyAg2VvJ7ApuREundRc2d9csVt+rOgVaJl5MK5Gj2y1+9QUQSQaUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOZ6VeommMyRgPaddSiQXVfjoPPUNnVhmgMFL2SYPm6u+NFAutpyKwk1lIvexl4n9eNzHhlZ8yGSeGSrI4FCYcmQhlDaABU5QYPrUEE8VsVkRGWGFibE8lW4K3/OVV0q5VvXrV8+7rlcZ13kcRTuAUzsGDS2jALTShBQSe4Ble4c2ZOC/Ou/OxGC04+c4x/IHz+QPNVpHu</latexit>

N, 20

<latexit sha1_base64="Zwq8Bp1IaMpHiOrhPGCNodkglkc=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7paDHohdPUsHaQruUbJptQ5PsmmQLZenv8OJBQbz6X7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMkHMmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/Lh0aOOEkVoi0Q8Up0Aa8qZpC3DDKedWFEsAk7bwfgm89sTqjSL5IOZxtQXeChZyAg2VvJ7ApuREundRc2d9csVt+rOgVaJl5MK5Gj2y1+9QUQSQaUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOZ6VeommMyRgPaddSiQXVfjoPPUNnVhmgMFL2SYPm6u+NFAutpyKwk1lIvexl4n9eNzHhlZ8yGSeGSrI4FCYcmQhlDaABU5QYPrUEE8VsVkRGWGFibE8lW4K3/OVV0q5VvXrV8+7rlcZ13kcRTuAUzsGDS2jALTShBQSe4Ble4c2ZOC/Ou/OxGC04+c4x/IHz+QPNVpHu</latexit>

N, 20
<latexit sha1_base64="6Mp2M2fF6jK9YY1XFu63APbtx4k=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHzrZ61fVY9egkXwIGUjBT0WvXiSCtYW2qVk07QNTbJrki2Upb/DiwcF8ep/8ea/MdvuQVsHAsPMe7zJhLHgxvr+t7eyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OH02UaMoaNBKRboXEMMEVa1huBWvFmhEZCtYMRzeZ3xwzbXikHuwkZoEkA8X7nBLrpKAjiR1qmd6dY3/aLZX9ij8DWiY4J2XIUe+Wvjq9iCaSKUsFMaaN/dgGKdGWU8GmxU5iWEzoiAxY21FFJDNBOgs9RadO6aF+pN1TFs3U3xspkcZMZOgms5Bm0cvE/7x2YvtXQcpVnFim6PxQPxHIRihrAPW4ZtSKiSOEau6yIjokmlDreiq6EvDil5dJ86KCqxWM76vl2nXeRwGO4QTOAMMl1OAW6tAACk/wDK/w5o29F+/d+5iPrnj5zhH8gff5A8vPke0=</latexit>

N, 10

<latexit sha1_base64="WXE3gCxhInUvguvf66Md5t6SOnI=">AAAB/HicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9egkPwIKORgR6HXjzJBOcGWxlplm5hSVqSVBylX8WLBwXx6gfx5rcx7XrQzRcCj/d+P/LygpgzbTzv21lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf23YPag44SRWiHRDxSvQBrypmkHcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Dr3u49UaRbJezOLqS/wWLKQEWysNHRrA4HNRIn09gwVZ5oN3brX8ArAZYJKUgcl2kP3azCKSCKoNIRjrfvIi42fYmUY4TSrDhJNY0ymeEz7lkosqPbTInsGT6wygmGk7JUGFurvjRQLrWcisJN5Ur3o5eJ/Xj8x4aWfMhknhkoyfyhMODQRzIuAI6YoMXxmCSaK2ayQTLDCxNi6qrYEtPjlZdI9b6BmA6G7Zr11VfZRAUfgGJwCBC5AC9yANugAAp7AM3gFb07mvDjvzsd8dMUpdw7BHzifP8xhk3E=</latexit>

N, 1, 1, 1, k

<latexit sha1_base64="mg0JkY1smyL3eP8iWgdqp1iFkuA=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEF6XM1IIui25cSQVrC+1YMmmmDU0yQ5IRyjC48VfcuFAQt/6EO//GTDsLbT0hcDjnXu69x48YVdpxvq3C0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9Y+/u3akwlpi0cMhC2fGRIowK0tJUM9KJJEHcZ6Ttjy8zv/1ApKKhuNWTiHgcDQUNKEbaSH37oMeRHkmeXFdq5p1WRD+4T5RO075ddqrOFHCRuDkpgxzNvv3VG4Q45kRozJBSXdeJtJcgqSlmJC31YkUihMdoSLqGCsSJ8pLpCSk8NsoABqE0X2g4VX93JIgrNeG+qcwWVvNeJv7ndWMdnHsJFVGsicCzQUHMoA5hlgccUEmwZhNDEJbU7ArxCEmEtUmtZEJw509eJO1a1a1XXfemXm5c5HkUwSE4AifABWegAa5AE7QABo/gGbyCN+vJerHerY9ZacHKe/bBH1ifP57jlsA=</latexit>

N, 2, 2, 3, nst
f

<latexit sha1_base64="mg0JkY1smyL3eP8iWgdqp1iFkuA=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEF6XM1IIui25cSQVrC+1YMmmmDU0yQ5IRyjC48VfcuFAQt/6EO//GTDsLbT0hcDjnXu69x48YVdpxvq3C0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9Y+/u3akwlpi0cMhC2fGRIowK0tJUM9KJJEHcZ6Ttjy8zv/1ApKKhuNWTiHgcDQUNKEbaSH37oMeRHkmeXFdq5p1WRD+4T5RO075ddqrOFHCRuDkpgxzNvv3VG4Q45kRozJBSXdeJtJcgqSlmJC31YkUihMdoSLqGCsSJ8pLpCSk8NsoABqE0X2g4VX93JIgrNeG+qcwWVvNeJv7ndWMdnHsJFVGsicCzQUHMoA5hlgccUEmwZhNDEJbU7ArxCEmEtUmtZEJw509eJO1a1a1XXfemXm5c5HkUwSE4AifABWegAa5AE7QABo/gGbyCN+vJerHerY9ZacHKe/bBH1ifP57jlsA=</latexit>

N, 2, 2, 3, nst
f

INPUT

OUTPUT dense

no activation

in :

out :

<latexit sha1_base64="ysHUo/3hZ9bKGG5pj2hnZuU4Zk4=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxFHzrZ60fXfXoJVgED1J2paDHohdPUsHaQruUbJptQ5PskmSFuvSXePGgIF79J978N2bbPWjrQGCYeY83mTDhTBvP+3ZWVtfWNzZLW+Xtnd29irt/8KDjVBHaIjGPVSfEmnImacsww2knURSLkNN2OL7O/fYjVZrF8t5MEhoIPJQsYgQbK/XdSk9gM1Iiuz1Dsh9N+27Vq3kzoGXiF6QKBZp996s3iEkqqDSEY627vpeYIMPKMMLptNxLNU0wGeMh7VoqsaA6yGbBp+jEKgMUxco+adBM/b2RYaH1RIR2Mo+pF71c/M/rpia6DDImk9RQSeaHopQjE6O8BTRgihLDJ5ZgopjNisgIK0yM7apsS/AXv7xM2uc1v17z/bt6tXFV9FGCIziGU/DhAhpwA01oAYEUnuEV3pwn58V5dz7moytOsXMIf+B8/gAHlpMk</latexit>

N, nf

<latexit sha1_base64="LyunTPxOasgeAnYm5t1gro3rRpw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJJIQY9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTgql9Dd48aAgXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTybJNOM+S2SiWyE1XArFfRQoeSvVnMah5M1weDfzmyOujUjUI45THsS0r0QkGEUr+ZXscnTRLZXdqjsHWSVeTsqQo9EtfXV6CctirpBJakzbc1MMJlSjYJJPi53M8JSyIe3ztqWKxtwEk/mxU3JulR6JEm1LIZmrvycmNDZmHIe2M6Y4MMveTPzPa2cY3QQTodIMuWKLRVEmCSZk9jnpCc0ZyrEllGlhbyVsQDVlaPMp2hC85ZdXSfOq6tWqnvdQK9dv8zwKcApnUAEPrqEO99AAHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L1jUnnzmBP3A+fwB/lI5N</latexit>

(u, v)

<latexit sha1_base64="oe5wm0yiSNgLUGienYpQw60PTII=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7paDHohdPUsHaQncp2TTbhibZJckKZenf8OJBQbz6Y7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMmHCmTau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rh0aOOU0Voh8Q8Vr0Qa8qZpB3DDKe9RFEsQk674eQm97tPVGkWywczTWgg8EiyiBFsrOT7ApuxEtndRWM2qNbcujsHWiVeQWpQoD2ofvnDmKSCSkM41rrvuYkJMqwMI5zOKn6qaYLJBI9o31KJBdVBNs88Q2dWGaIoVvZJg+bq740MC62nIrSTeUa97OXif14/NdFVkDGZpIZKsjgUpRyZGOUFoCFTlBg+tQQTxWxWRMZYYWJsTRVbgrf85VXSbdS9Zt3z7pu11nXRRxlO4BTOwYNLaMEttKEDBBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PhajJafYOYY/cD5/AFsvkbQ=</latexit>

N, 2

<latexit sha1_base64="ysHUo/3hZ9bKGG5pj2hnZuU4Zk4=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxFHzrZ60fXfXoJVgED1J2paDHohdPUsHaQruUbJptQ5PskmSFuvSXePGgIF79J978N2bbPWjrQGCYeY83mTDhTBvP+3ZWVtfWNzZLW+Xtnd29irt/8KDjVBHaIjGPVSfEmnImacsww2knURSLkNN2OL7O/fYjVZrF8t5MEhoIPJQsYgQbK/XdSk9gM1Iiuz1Dsh9N+27Vq3kzoGXiF6QKBZp996s3iEkqqDSEY627vpeYIMPKMMLptNxLNU0wGeMh7VoqsaA6yGbBp+jEKgMUxco+adBM/b2RYaH1RIR2Mo+pF71c/M/rpia6DDImk9RQSeaHopQjE6O8BTRgihLDJ5ZgopjNisgIK0yM7apsS/AXv7xM2uc1v17z/bt6tXFV9FGCIziGU/DhAhpwA01oAYEUnuEV3pwn58V5dz7moytOsXMIf+B8/gAHlpMk</latexit>

N, nf

OUTPUT dense

no activation

in :

out :
<latexit sha1_base64="LyunTPxOasgeAnYm5t1gro3rRpw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJJIQY9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTgql9Dd48aAgXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTybJNOM+S2SiWyE1XArFfRQoeSvVnMah5M1weDfzmyOujUjUI45THsS0r0QkGEUr+ZXscnTRLZXdqjsHWSVeTsqQo9EtfXV6CctirpBJakzbc1MMJlSjYJJPi53M8JSyIe3ztqWKxtwEk/mxU3JulR6JEm1LIZmrvycmNDZmHIe2M6Y4MMveTPzPa2cY3QQTodIMuWKLRVEmCSZk9jnpCc0ZyrEllGlhbyVsQDVlaPMp2hC85ZdXSfOq6tWqnvdQK9dv8zwKcApnUAEPrqEO99AAHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L1jUnnzmBP3A+fwB/lI5N</latexit>

(u, v)

<latexit sha1_base64="oe5wm0yiSNgLUGienYpQw60PTII=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7paDHohdPUsHaQncp2TTbhibZJckKZenf8OJBQbz6Y7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMmHCmTau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rh0aOOU0Voh8Q8Vr0Qa8qZpB3DDKe9RFEsQk674eQm97tPVGkWywczTWgg8EiyiBFsrOT7ApuxEtndRWM2qNbcujsHWiVeQWpQoD2ofvnDmKSCSkM41rrvuYkJMqwMI5zOKn6qaYLJBI9o31KJBdVBNs88Q2dWGaIoVvZJg+bq740MC62nIrSTeUa97OXif14/NdFVkDGZpIZKsjgUpRyZGOUFoCFTlBg+tQQTxWxWRMZYYWJsTRVbgrf85VXSbdS9Zt3z7pu11nXRRxlO4BTOwYNLaMEttKEDBBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PhajJafYOYY/cD5/AFsvkbQ=</latexit>

N, 2

<latexit sha1_base64="6Mp2M2fF6jK9YY1XFu63APbtx4k=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHzrZ61fVY9egkXwIGUjBT0WvXiSCtYW2qVk07QNTbJrki2Upb/DiwcF8ep/8ea/MdvuQVsHAsPMe7zJhLHgxvr+t7eyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OH02UaMoaNBKRboXEMMEVa1huBWvFmhEZCtYMRzeZ3xwzbXikHuwkZoEkA8X7nBLrpKAjiR1qmd6dY3/aLZX9ij8DWiY4J2XIUe+Wvjq9iCaSKUsFMaaN/dgGKdGWU8GmxU5iWEzoiAxY21FFJDNBOgs9RadO6aF+pN1TFs3U3xspkcZMZOgms5Bm0cvE/7x2YvtXQcpVnFim6PxQPxHIRihrAPW4ZtSKiSOEau6yIjokmlDreiq6EvDil5dJ86KCqxWM76vl2nXeRwGO4QTOAMMl1OAW6tAACk/wDK/w5o29F+/d+5iPrnj5zhH8gff5A8vPke0=</latexit>

N, 10

in :

in :

in :

out :

out :

out :

<latexit sha1_base64="Zwq8Bp1IaMpHiOrhPGCNodkglkc=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7paDHohdPUsHaQruUbJptQ5PsmmQLZenv8OJBQbz6X7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMkHMmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/Lh0aOOEkVoi0Q8Up0Aa8qZpC3DDKedWFEsAk7bwfgm89sTqjSL5IOZxtQXeChZyAg2VvJ7ApuREundRc2d9csVt+rOgVaJl5MK5Gj2y1+9QUQSQaUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOZ6VeommMyRgPaddSiQXVfjoPPUNnVhmgMFL2SYPm6u+NFAutpyKwk1lIvexl4n9eNzHhlZ8yGSeGSrI4FCYcmQhlDaABU5QYPrUEE8VsVkRGWGFibE8lW4K3/OVV0q5VvXrV8+7rlcZ13kcRTuAUzsGDS2jALTShBQSe4Ble4c2ZOC/Ou/OxGC04+c4x/IHz+QPNVpHu</latexit>

N, 20

<latexit sha1_base64="Zwq8Bp1IaMpHiOrhPGCNodkglkc=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7paDHohdPUsHaQruUbJptQ5PsmmQLZenv8OJBQbz6X7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMkHMmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/Lh0aOOEkVoi0Q8Up0Aa8qZpC3DDKedWFEsAk7bwfgm89sTqjSL5IOZxtQXeChZyAg2VvJ7ApuREundRc2d9csVt+rOgVaJl5MK5Gj2y1+9QUQSQaUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOZ6VeommMyRgPaddSiQXVfjoPPUNnVhmgMFL2SYPm6u+NFAutpyKwk1lIvexl4n9eNzHhlZ8yGSeGSrI4FCYcmQhlDaABU5QYPrUEE8VsVkRGWGFibE8lW4K3/OVV0q5VvXrV8+7rlcZ13kcRTuAUzsGDS2jALTShBQSe4Ble4c2ZOC/Ou/OxGC04+c4x/IHz+QPNVpHu</latexit>

N, 20

<latexit sha1_base64="2T6lzolV671lfumAqEvxdvi916s=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7UtBj0YsnqWBtoV1KNs22oUl2m2QLZenv8OJBQbz6X7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMkHMmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/Lh0ZOOEkVok0Q8Uu0Aa8qZpE3DDKftWFEsAk5bweg281sTqjSL5KOZxtQXeCBZyAg2VvK7ApuhEun9Rc2d9coVt+rOgVaJl5MK5Gj0yl/dfkQSQaUhHGvd8dzY+ClWhhFOZ6VuommMyQgPaMdSiQXVfjoPPUNnVumjMFL2SYPm6u+NFAutpyKwk1lIvexl4n9eJzHhtZ8yGSeGSrI4FCYcmQhlDaA+U5QYPrUEE8VsVkSGWGFibE8lW4K3/OVV0rqserWq5z3UKvWbvI8inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAEwiM4Rle4c2ZOC/Ou/OxGC04+c4x/IHz+QPQZJHw</latexit>

N, 40

<latexit sha1_base64="2T6lzolV671lfumAqEvxdvi916s=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCBym7UtBj0YsnqWBtoV1KNs22oUl2m2QLZenv8OJBQbz6X7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMkHMmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/Lh0ZOOEkVok0Q8Uu0Aa8qZpE3DDKftWFEsAk5bweg281sTqjSL5KOZxtQXeCBZyAg2VvK7ApuhEun9Rc2d9coVt+rOgVaJl5MK5Gj0yl/dfkQSQaUhHGvd8dzY+ClWhhFOZ6VuommMyQgPaMdSiQXVfjoPPUNnVumjMFL2SYPm6u+NFAutpyKwk1lIvexl4n9eJzHhtZ8yGSeGSrI4FCYcmQhlDaA+U5QYPrUEE8VsVkSGWGFibE8lW4K3/OVV0rqserWq5z3UKvWbvI8inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAEwiM4Rle4c2ZOC/Ou/OxGC04+c4x/IHz+QPQZJHw</latexit>

N, 40

<latexit sha1_base64="ysHUo/3hZ9bKGG5pj2hnZuU4Zk4=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxFHzrZ60fXfXoJVgED1J2paDHohdPUsHaQruUbJptQ5PskmSFuvSXePGgIF79J978N2bbPWjrQGCYeY83mTDhTBvP+3ZWVtfWNzZLW+Xtnd29irt/8KDjVBHaIjGPVSfEmnImacsww2knURSLkNN2OL7O/fYjVZrF8t5MEhoIPJQsYgQbK/XdSk9gM1Iiuz1Dsh9N+27Vq3kzoGXiF6QKBZp996s3iEkqqDSEY627vpeYIMPKMMLptNxLNU0wGeMh7VoqsaA6yGbBp+jEKgMUxco+adBM/b2RYaH1RIR2Mo+pF71c/M/rpia6DDImk9RQSeaHopQjE6O8BTRgihLDJ5ZgopjNisgIK0yM7apsS/AXv7xM2uc1v17z/bt6tXFV9FGCIziGU/DhAhpwA01oAYEUnuEV3pwn58V5dz7moytOsXMIf+B8/gAHlpMk</latexit>

N, nf

<latexit sha1_base64="ysHUo/3hZ9bKGG5pj2hnZuU4Zk4=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxFHzrZ60fXfXoJVgED1J2paDHohdPUsHaQruUbJptQ5PskmSFuvSXePGgIF79J978N2bbPWjrQGCYeY83mTDhTBvP+3ZWVtfWNzZLW+Xtnd29irt/8KDjVBHaIjGPVSfEmnImacsww2knURSLkNN2OL7O/fYjVZrF8t5MEhoIPJQsYgQbK/XdSk9gM1Iiuz1Dsh9N+27Vq3kzoGXiF6QKBZp996s3iEkqqDSEY627vpeYIMPKMMLptNxLNU0wGeMh7VoqsaA6yGbBp+jEKgMUxco+adBM/b2RYaH1RIR2Mo+pF71c/M/rpia6DDImk9RQSeaHopQjE6O8BTRgihLDJ5ZgopjNisgIK0yM7apsS/AXv7xM2uc1v17z/bt6tXFV9FGCIziGU/DhAhpwA01oAYEUnuEV3pwn58V5dz7moytOsXMIf+B8/gAHlpMk</latexit>

N, nf

<latexit sha1_base64="6Mp2M2fF6jK9YY1XFu63APbtx4k=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxFHzrZ61fVY9egkXwIGUjBT0WvXiSCtYW2qVk07QNTbJrki2Upb/DiwcF8ep/8ea/MdvuQVsHAsPMe7zJhLHgxvr+t7eyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OH02UaMoaNBKRboXEMMEVa1huBWvFmhEZCtYMRzeZ3xwzbXikHuwkZoEkA8X7nBLrpKAjiR1qmd6dY3/aLZX9ij8DWiY4J2XIUe+Wvjq9iCaSKUsFMaaN/dgGKdGWU8GmxU5iWEzoiAxY21FFJDNBOgs9RadO6aF+pN1TFs3U3xspkcZMZOgms5Bm0cvE/7x2YvtXQcpVnFim6PxQPxHIRihrAPW4ZtSKiSOEau6yIjokmlDreiq6EvDil5dJ86KCqxWM76vl2nXeRwGO4QTOAMMl1OAW6tAACk/wDK/w5o29F+/d+5iPrnj5zhH8gff5A8vPke0=</latexit>

N, 10

hidden layer 1

ReLU

hidden layer 2

ReLU

hidden layer 3

ReLU

<latexit sha1_base64="24jhKXm5t393iQIjxoL7pKvc5jQ=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEsXhhahIpREBF0G3bhwUcXaQhPKZHrbDp08mJkIIbQ7N679CzcuFMStf+Cuf+Ok7UKrBwYO595z597jx4wKaVljrbCwuLS8UlzV19Y3NreM7Z07ESWcQJ1ELOJNHwtgNIS6pJJBM+aAA59Bwx9c5PXGPXBBo/BWpjF4Ae6FtEsJlkpqG/u6G2DZ50FWwYejKzUF89EN9DiI3DNsG2Wrak1g/iX2jJSdknv0NHbSWtv4cjsRSQIIJWFYiJZtxdLLMJeUMBjqbiIgxmSAe9BSNMQBCC+bHDI0D5TSMbsRVy+U5kT96chwIEQa+Koz31rM13Lxv1orkd0zL6NhnEgIyfSjbsJMGZl5KmaHciCSpYpgwqna1SR9zDGRKjtdhWDPn/yXNI6r9knVtq/tsnOOpiiiPVRCFWSjU+SgS1RDdUTQA3pGr+hNe9RetHftY9pa0GaeXfQL2uc3tgCdNw==</latexit>

(a) Linear Regression
<latexit sha1_base64="63mEiSY0aCux0HJImE4P+idgBsg=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDC1CRSiJCLoMunElFawtNKFMppN26CQTZiZKCHXhxh/wI9y4UBC3foO7/o2TtgttPTDM4Zx7ufceP2ZUKssaGYWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3PL3N65lTwRmDQwZ1y0fCQJoxFpKKoYacWCoNBnpOkPLnK/eUeEpDy6UWlMvBD1IhpQjJSWOuZ+yQ2R6oswq/qHD1ckEYjpT91zMRh2zIpVs8aA88SekopTdo+eR05a75jfbpfjJCSRwgxJ2batWHkZEopiRoYlN5EkRniAeqStaYRCIr1sfMUQHmilCwMu9IsUHKu/OzIUSpmGvq7MV5azXi7+57UTFZx5GY3iRJEITwYFCYOKwzwS2KWCYMVSTRAWVO8KcR8JhJUOrqRDsGdPnifN45p9UrPta7vinIMJimAPlEEV2OAUOOAS1EEDYPAIXsAbeDeejFfjw/iclBaMac8u+APj6wdg3pvv</latexit>

(b) Neural Network
<latexit sha1_base64="jEsb4nes2NdQlIiaGQ+ZW+e44c8=">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</latexit>

(c) Neural Network + 2D conv.(space)
<latexit sha1_base64="K60aLNzS1Vi6mOXCmObKj7Kr5Pc=">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</latexit>

(d) Neural Network + 3D conv.(space + time)

<latexit sha1_base64="NbNXLbrWyoqGFuEqDuFg8x4SJ/c=">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</latexit>

Keys
N = number of samples
nf = number of features
ns

f = features with 2pt space stencil
nst

f = features with space (2pt) + time (3pt) stencil
np

f = features input as point variables
k = number of convolutional (2D/3D) filters

<latexit sha1_base64="d04lQ96GFvmReIYJBuBVRRDXUpc=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bUSIVgUQSgzUtCNUHTjsoJ1Cu1YMmmmDU0yQ5IRyjArN/6AH+HGhYK49Rfc+Tdm2i7UeiDcwzn3kntPEDOqtON8WYWZ2bn5heJiaWl5ZXXNXt+4UVEiMWngiEWyGSBFGBWkoalmpBlLgnjAiBcMLnLfuyNS0Uhc62FMfI56goYUI22kjr3b5kj3JU9FJ4RnsGrKrYJHMK9x1rHLTsUZAU4Td0LKtYMtL3v0tusd+7PdjXDCidCYIaVarhNrP0VSU8xIVmonisQID1CPtAwViBPlp6MzMrhvlC4MI2me0HCk/pxIEVdqyAPTmS+t/nq5+J/XSnR46qdUxIkmAo8/ChMGdQTzTGCXSoI1GxqCsKRmV4j7SCKsTXIlE4L79+Rp4h1X3GrFda/ccu0cjFEEO2APHAIXnIAauAR10AAY3IMn8AJerQfr2Xqz3setBWsyswl+wfr4BngEmoM=</latexit>

nf = 4ns
f + np

f

<latexit sha1_base64="d04lQ96GFvmReIYJBuBVRRDXUpc=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bUSIVgUQSgzUtCNUHTjsoJ1Cu1YMmmmDU0yQ5IRyjArN/6AH+HGhYK49Rfc+Tdm2i7UeiDcwzn3kntPEDOqtON8WYWZ2bn5heJiaWl5ZXXNXt+4UVEiMWngiEWyGSBFGBWkoalmpBlLgnjAiBcMLnLfuyNS0Uhc62FMfI56goYUI22kjr3b5kj3JU9FJ4RnsGrKrYJHMK9x1rHLTsUZAU4Td0LKtYMtL3v0tusd+7PdjXDCidCYIaVarhNrP0VSU8xIVmonisQID1CPtAwViBPlp6MzMrhvlC4MI2me0HCk/pxIEVdqyAPTmS+t/nq5+J/XSnR46qdUxIkmAo8/ChMGdQTzTGCXSoI1GxqCsKRmV4j7SCKsTXIlE4L79+Rp4h1X3GrFda/ccu0cjFEEO2APHAIXnIAauAR10AAY3IMn8AJerQfr2Xqz3setBWsyswl+wfr4BngEmoM=</latexit>

nf = 4ns
f + np

f

FIG. 2. Schematic of the 4 different types of statistical models used in the study. All models shown were

implemented using keras tensorflow (Chollet et al. 2015) and we use Mean absolute error (MAE) as the loss

function and the Adam optimizer Kingma and Ba (2017) with default parameters and learning rates.
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FIG. 3. Evolution of the loss function (mean absolute error; MAE) for Neural Networks and Linear regres-

sion models during training. Horizontal lines of the corresponding color denote the MAE for the model when

evaluated at a different time snapshot. Dashed lines denote the evaluated (test data) MAE for the local model

and dotted lines denote that for the model trained on the globe.
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FIG. 4. Snapshot of model predicted root square errors for the physics based model (left) and the 3 different

regression models - Linear regression (second from left), neural network, trained on this local domain (third

panel) and neural network, trained on the globe (4th panel) compared side by side with the local Rossby Number

(Ro, right panel) in the Gulf Stream region indicated by the green box in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 5. Snapshot of model predicted root square errors for the physics based model (left) and the 3 different

regression models - Linear regression (second from left), neural network, trained on this local domain (third

panel) and neural network, trained on the globe (4th panel) compared side by side with the local Rossby Number

(Ro, right panel) in the Kuroshio region indicated by the red box in Fig. 1. Note the large errors in all the model

predictions near the equator.
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FIG. 6. Snapshot of model predicted root square errors for the physics based model (top) and the 3 different

regression models - Linear regression (second panel), neural network, trained on this local domain (third panel)

and neural network, trained on the globe (4th panel) compared side by side with the local Rossby Number (Ro,

bottom panel) in the Southern Ocean/ Antarctic circumpolar current region indicated by the yellow box in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 7. Scatterplot of true v predicted zonal and meridional velocities for the different physical and regression

models (8 panels on the left) in the ACC region. The right panel shows the scatterplot of the root mean squared

errors (normalized by the root mean square velocities) for the physical and neural network model predictions.
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the zonal mean rms errors for the various NN predictions shown alongside the physical

model (with and without Ekman flow).
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FIG. 9. Figure comparing the rms error of the different model predictions along with the rms error for the

physical models as a function of features.
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FIG. 10. Sensitivity of the neural networks to perturbations in the different input features. Each input feature

is perturbed by 3 different gaussian noise perturbations with standard deviations of 0.5σ , σ , and 2σ , where σ is

the standard deviation of each variable, while keeping the remaining input variables fixed. The left panel shows

the model loss (mean absolute error, MAE) evaluated for each of these perturbations. The horizontal dashed line

represents the loss for the unperturbed/control case. The right panel shows the deviation in MAE for each of

these perturbation experiments normalized by the amplitude of the perturbation.
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